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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field of characteristic not 2, and suppose M is a multiquadratic 
extension of F. That is, M/F is a finite abelian extension of exponent 2, so 
that M = F(@) for some finite subgroup G E F/F’, where $ = F - (0). In 
studying Brauer groups and products of quaternion algebras, the second 
author was led to consider the homology groups N,(M/F) of -a certain 
complex gM,F associated to the extension M/F. This complex appears in 
[ 11, (3.1); 301 and in (1.1) below. 
The purpose of the present work is to investigate the first homology group 
N,(M/F) and to exhibit its close connections with quadratic form theory. 
The higher homology groups are examined in [ 11,301. 
The field F is said to have property Pi(n) if N,(M/F) = 1 for every multi- 
quadratic extension M/F with [M:F] Q 2”. Properties P,(l) and P,(2) 
always hold, but there are examples [29] of fields F for which P,(3) fails. 
These examples are generalized in Section 5. 
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One major motivation for this work is the relationship between the 
properties Pi(n) and certain questions concerning quadratic forms. We 
outline those ideas here, referring to Section 2 for more details. Suppose G is 
a given subgroup of p/p’. The relation of G-equivalence of quadratic forms 
over F was introduced in [28] as a generalization of the chain-equivalence 
theorem of Witt. A weaker relation on quadratic forms is given by 
congruence mod U(G), where ‘U(G) is the ideal in the Witt ring WF 
generated by all the binary forms (1, -g) for g E G. The group G is said to 
have binary piecewise equivalence (PE) if these two equivalence relations 
coincide for binary forms over F. We show that F satisfies property P,(3) if 
and only if every subgroup G s p/p” of order 4 has binary PE. The coun- 
terexamples to P,(3) provide the lirst known examples of groups not 
satisfying PE. 
Another connection is provided by the behavior of common values 
represented by two quadratic forms under field extensions. An extension E/F 
has the common value (CV) property if for any F-forms a, /3 having D,(a) n 
D&3) # 0, then in fact D,(a) n DE@) n F # 0. Here D,(a) is the set of 
values in Z? represented by a BE. We prove that F satisfies P,(3) if and only 
if every quadratic extension E/F satisfies CV. The counterexamples to P,(3) 
provide the first known examples of quadratic extensions E/F for which CV 
fails. A third equivalent version of P,(3) is given in terms of representational 
abstract Witt rings, in the sense of [17]. The counterexamples to P,(3) 
obtained in Section 5 provide examples of fields F such that the abstract Witt 
ring WF/((-a)) WF is not representational, for some a E I? 
In Section 3 we examine some classes of fields which do satisfy property 
P,, namely, the fields with Hasse number zj< 2, and the global fields. The 
first part of Section 3 deals with the sequence @,,,F formed from the rings of 
continuous functions on spaces of orderings. This sequence is always exact 
and there is a natural homomorphism of complexes .J%,,,~ + gMIF induced by 
the signature maps. When C(F) < 2, the property P, easily follows from these 
ideas. 
In Section 4 we consider a certain intersection property Z(n) of ideals in 
the Witt ring WF. In order to study this property, we introduce a complex 
s;,,, formed from ideals in WF, and examine the natural homomophism 
G/F - %4,F’ If u’(F) < 4, we show using this homomorphism that Z(n) and 
PI(n) are equivalent properties. 
We exhibit in Section 5 a class of fields not satisfying property P,(3). For 
example, if F = L(x) where L is an algebraic number field, or if F = L(x, y) 
where L is any field of characteristic 0, then P,(3) fails for F. In particular if 
F = C(x, y), where C is the field of complex numbers, then P,(3) fails for F 
and u(F) = 4. By the results of Section 4, this provides a counterexample to 
the property Z(3) as well. 
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1. THE GROUPS N,(M/F) AND PROPERTY P,(n) 
For a multiquadratic field extension M/F, we describe the associated chain 
complex JYMIF and its first homology group N,(M/F), following [29]. The 
higher homology groups are treated in [ 11, 29, 301. In this section we show 
that N,(M/F) = 1 whenever [M: F] = 4 and compute N,(M/F) as a quotient 
of norm groups when [M: F] = 8. Some associated properties P,(n), R(n) 
and Q(n) are also discussed. 
Let F be a field of characteristic not 2, and j = F - (0). A multiquadratic 
extension M/F is a finite abelian extension of exponent 2 (a finite 2-Kummer 
extension). Equivalently, M = F(@) w h ere G = G(M/F) is the kernel of the 
natural map $/$‘-+ti/@. If (a,,...,a,} generate G in p/F’, then 
A4 = F(&,...,&). H ere, as usual we abuse the notation by using the same 
letter for an element of p and its class in g/p’. 
The complex gMIF associated to this extension is the following: 
9 M,F: @ (i/i’) --% G 0 (@/If”) $. Br,(F) J-+ Br,(M) (1.1) 
LEQWIF) 
This is a shortened version of the complex considered in [ 11, 301. The 
notations used in (1.1) will now be defined. 
The tensor product is taken over F, (the field of 2 elements), where p/k:’ 
is viewed as an F,-vector space and G as a subspace. Although the 
“addition” in this space is written multiplicatively, we write the elements of 
the tensor product additively. A typical element of G @ (p/F’) is written as 
CgEG 80X,, for some X, E Z? Since 1 is the “zero” for the space $/g2, we 
have 1 @ x = 0, for all x E I? 
Br,(F) is the group of elements of order 1 or 2 in the Brauer group Br(F). 
The map r is the *natural map given by extending scalars. Define Br,(M/F) = 
ker r. If a, b E F, then [a, b] = [a, blF E Br,(F) denotes the class of the 
quaternion algebra (a, b/F). This “quaternion symbol” induces a 
homomorphism w: ($/F2) 0 (j/#‘) + Br,(F). The map w = v,+, in (1.1) is 
the restriction of this quaternion map. So if xg E # is given for each g E G, 
then 
Define Dec(M/F) = im w. Clearly im I// s ker r, that is, Dec(M/F) c 
Br,(M/F). The elements of Dec(M/F) are the algebras in Br,(M/F) which 
“decompose” nicely with respect o the extension &f/F. 
Define Q(M/F) to be the set of all quadratic extensions of F contained in 
M. Then for M = F(s) we have L E Q(A4/F) iff L = F(m) for some 
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unique element K(L) E G, K(L) # 1. The map er= (pM in (1.1) is defined as 
follows: 
if (zL) E 0 <i/i’), then v)((zL)) = s K(L) 0NLIF(zL). L EQ(MIF) L CPM/F) 
For any zL E i, the norm NLIF(zJ in $ is a value represented by the 
quadratic form (1, -K(L)), so that [K(L), NLIF(zL)] = 1 in Br,(F). Therefore 
im rp G ker VI. We consider the homology groups of the complex SMIF. 
1.2 DEFINITION. N,(M/F) and N,(M/F) denote the homology groups of 
9M,F at G @ (8’/p’) and at Br,(F), respectively. 
Then 
ker r Br,(M/F) 
N,(M/F) = - = 
im w Dec(M/F) ’ 
This notation agrees with that of [ 11, Sect. 31. 
Let i = 1 or 2 and let n > 0 be an integer. We say, as in [ 11, 29, 301 that F 
has Property Pi(n) if N,(M/F) = 1 for every multiquadratic extension M/F 
with [M: F] < 2”. If F satisfies Pi(n) for all n, then we say F has Property 
Pi. In this paper we concentrate on the properties Pi(n). 
1.3. Remark. We note here that if F satisfies P,, then the quaternion 
symbol homomorphism g,: k,F -+ Br,(F) is injective. This homomorphism is 
described in [7, 241 and is shown to be equivalent o the Witt invariant map 
c?~: Z2F/Z3F + Br,(F). Now suppose F satisfies P,, so that every sequence 
9 M,F is exact at the first place. Taking direct limits we conclude that the 
sequence 
A?,,: @ (i/i’) -5 (p/g*) @ (p/p*) -5 Br,(F) 
is exact. Here the sum is taken over all quadratic extensions L of F. It is not 
hard to check that k,F z coker p and that w induces the map g,. Hence the 
injectivity of g, is equivalent o the exactness of gP. Compare [ 11, (1.5); 30, 
P.l)l* 
In working with the homology group N,(M/F), it is convenient o modify 
the first term of the complex 9(M/F). If L E Q(M/F), then L = F(fi), 
where a = K(L) E G. For any a E F - @*, define N,(a) to be the set of all 
nonzero norms from the field F(G). If a E P*, set N,(a) = l? Consider the 
map 
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defined by sending (xg)gcc H CgEG g@x,. It is easy to check that 
im v, = im I$. (The a = 1 term contributes nothing, since 1 ox= 0.) 
Therefore, in calculating N,(M/P) we can use this map @ in place of 9. 
The norm groups N,(a) appear often in this work. Note that N,.(a) = 
DF(( 1, -a)), the set of values in P represented by the quadratic form 
(1, -a). Another description is 
N,(u) = (x E k ( [a, x] = 1 }. 
The complex 9M,F was defined using the group i/i’ in order to 
emphasize the duality between the first and last terms of the extended version 
of the complex [ 11, (3.1)], as well as to motivate the analogous complexes 
described in Sections 3 and 4. For the remainder of this section we will use 
the map $ rather than 9. 
In order to state P,(n) more concretely, suppose the group G c P/P2 has 
an F,-basis {a, ,..., a,}. For each subset P L ( 1,2 ,..., m} define up = ni,, a,. 
(By convention, a, = 1.) Then G = {a, 1 PC {l,..., m)}. Any element of 
G @ (P/P*) can be written uniquely as Cy!, a, @ xi, for some xi e Z? 
, 1.4. LEMMA. The property P,(n) can be stated us follows: For every 
group G c 8/p’ with basis {a ,,..., u,) where m < n, fny!I [ui, Xi] = 1 for 
some xi E p, then there exist .zp E NF(up) for each P c { 1,2,..., m), such that 
xi = npsi zp, for all i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
ProojI This follows from the definition, using M= F(&), by 
rearranging the terms of ~~((z,)) = np up @ zp. Compare [ 30, (1. l)]. ,I 
1.5. LEMMA. Every field F satisfies properties P,(l) and P,(2). 
Proof: (See 130, (1.3)].) F or P,(Z), let M= F(\/;;;, 6). Suppose 
[~,,x,]l~,,x,l = 1. BY (1.3) we must find z, E N&z,), z2 E ?,(a,) and 
z E N,(u,u,) with x, = zrz and x2 = z2z. It suffices to find z E F such that 
[a,,x,] = [a,,z] = [a,,z] = [%,-$I. 
For, with such z, then zr = xrz and z2 = x2z will do the job. 
The existence of z is the well-known “common slot lemma.” For proof, see 
[2, (6.3); 19, p. 69, Exercise 121 or more generally [l, (1.7)]. 1 
At this point we can verify the property P, for certain easy types of fields. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. (1) Suppose /p/j’/ = 2d < 00. If F satisfies P,(d), 
then F satisfies P,. 
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(2) Let m(F) be the number of isomorphism classes of quaternion 
algebras over F. Suppose m(F) = m < az~. If F satisfies P,(m - I), then F 
satisj?es P, . 
Proof: (1) Suppose M = F(6) where ( GI = 2”. Then n < d and hence 
P,(n) holds. 
(2) Suppose F satisfies PI(n) for some n > m - 1. To verify P,(n + 1) 
consider M = F(G) where G has basis (a, ,..., a,,,}. Suppose 
flyit; [ai,Xi] = 1, f or some xi E ri If ni,, [ai, xi] = 1 for some proper 
subset JC (1, 2,..., n + l), then PI(n) applied to the two complementary 
subproducts yields ny:l ai @ xi E im pM. Hence, to prove Pl(n + 1) we 
need only consider those cases where the algebras [ai, xi] satisfy no relations 
shorter than the given one. But then m > n + 2, contrary to hypothesis, so 
these cases do not occur. 1 
1.7. COROLLARY. If I$/$‘/ < 4 or if m(F) < 2, then F saisfies P, . For 
instance, if F is a jinite field or a local field, then F satisj?es P, . 
With a little more work one can extend $this result to fields F with 
m(F) < 4. No examples are known of a field F with I$/#‘] < co or with 
m(F) < co for which property P, fails. 
Suppose K is an intermediate field, F s K L M, in the multiquadratic 
extension M/F. We will derive an exact sequence relating the groups 
N, (K/F) and N, (M/F). 
If M=F(@) as above, then by Kummer theory we know that 
K = F(e) for some subgroup H c_ G. Also M/K is multiquadratic; in fact, 
M=K(m), h w ere we use the natural embedding of G/H in k/k’. There 
is a natural map f from the complex 3YKIF to L@~,~, giving an exact sequence 
of complexes: 
1 +.9?~,F-f-‘9M,F+cokerf + 1. 
Written out, this sequence is a commutative diagram with exact rows, as in 
[30, Sect. 21. 
1.8. Diagram. 
1 - @ N,(h) fl @ iVF(g) - 0 NAg) - 1 
hsH geG geG-H 
I 
6K 
I 
GM 
1 
a 
1 - H @ (@‘) 2 G @ (@‘) n01. (G/H) @ (Z+/ti”) - 1 
I bK I 
4w I 
5 
l- Br,(K/F) --% Br,(M/F) - coker f, - 1 
481/78/l-5 
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The maps p, v/ in the last column are defined by the requirement that the 
diagram commute. The map 7c is the usual projection G + G/H. 
Let us give a name to the homology group of the last column of (1.8): 
N,(M/K/F) = G. 
1.9. LEMMA. There is an exact sequence 
ker p--t N,(K/F) f N,(M/F) 4 N,(M/K/F) 3 N,(K/F) + N&V/F). 
Proof This is part of the long exact sequence of homology associated to 
diagram (1.8). Compare [30, (2.2)]. i 
1.10. COROLLARY. If N,(K/F) = N,(K/F) = 1, then N, (M/F) 5 
N,(M/K/F). This always occurs if [K :F] < 4. 
Proof: The first statement is clear from (1.9). For the second we note 
that P,(2) always holds, by (1.5), and P,(2) always holds [ 11, (3.12); 29, 
(2.13); 30, (2.8)]. I 
We can compute the group N,(M/K/F) when [M:K] = 2. In this case, 
H c G has index 2, so that G = H U aH for some a E I? Then K = F(@) 
and M= K(fi). We can identify G/H with { 1, a} SF/F’, so that every 
element of (G/H) @ (P/P:‘) is of the form a @ x, for some x E p/F2. 
1.11. LEMMA. Let K = F(@) and M= K(G) as above. Suppose 
x E F. 
(1) a@xEkerpiff[a,x],=l,iffxEFnNK(a). 
(2) The following are equivalent: 
(i) a@xEimcp, 
(ii) x E IL NF(ah)9 
(iji> [a, x] = nhaHAh, where A, = [a, r,,] = [h, s,, J for some 
r,,,s,, E F. 
(3) The class of a Ox in N,(M/K/F) lies in im(j: N,(M/F)-+ 
N,(M/K/F)) z# [a, x] E Dec(K/F). 
Proof: The product symbol n here denotes a product of elements or 
subgroups in a group, not the formal direct product. We prove (2), (3), 
leaving (1) for the reader. 
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(2) Suppose (i) holds, so that a Ox = +7(&r,,)) for some (z,&, E 
@,, N&z/z). Then Q @ x = nLEH a @ z,, since rr(ah) = a. Hence w = x I& z,, 
lies in N,(u). Replacing zi by wzi yields x = I&z,, as required for (ii). 
Clearly (ii) implies (iii) using r,, = s,, = z,,. Assume (iii) holds. The 
“common slot lemma” noted in (1.5) implies the existence of z,, E F such 
that A, = [a, z,,] = [h, z,,], f or each h E H. Then z,, E N,(uh), and we 
conclude a @ x = @((z,)), proving (i). 
(3) By the exactness of (1.9), a @x E im j iff &a @ x) = 1, iff 
[a, x] E im vK = Dec(K/F). 1 
The following expression for N,(M/K/F) is an immediate consequence: 
1.12. COROLLARY. Suppose K = F(a) and M= K(\/;;) us above. 
Then N,(M/K/F) g (p n NK(u))/n,,, N,(uh). 
If a, b, c E k, define N,(u, 6, c) = N,(M/F), where M = F(fi, fi, fi). 
1.13. COROLLARY. If a, b, c E k, let K = F(&, &). Then 
N,(u, 6, c) g 
hnN,(u) 
N,(a) N&b) N&c) N,(abc) ’ 
Proof. Let H = { 1, b, c, bc}. If a E H the result is trivially true. If a 6? H, 
apply (1.10) and (1.12). 1 
The next well-known lemma facilitates further calculations with these 
norm groups. 
1.14. LEMMA. Zf E = F(fi) and a E k, then F f7 N,(u) = N,.(u) N,(uc). 
Proof. See [3, (3.5); 2, (4.1); 29, (l.lO)]. I 
1.15. COROLLARY. Zf a, b, c E @ and E = F(G), then 
ProoJ: From (1.13) and (1.14) wefindN,(a,b,c)z [knnN,(u)N,(ub)]/ 
(j n N,(u))@ n N,(ub)). Since N,(u, b, c) depends only on extension M/F 
where M = F(\/;;, fi, /) c , we can replace b by ub to obtain the result. u 
Some similar formulas for the group N,(u, b, c) appear in [29, (3.15)]. For 
later use we will isolate two further properties, R(n) and Q(n). We 
investigate R(n) first. 
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1.16. DEFINITION. F has Property R(n) if, whenever K/F is multi- 
quadratic with [K :F] < 2”, then every quaternion algebra in Br,(K/F) lies in 
Dec(K/F). 
Since property P,(n) states that Br,(K/F) = Dec(K/F) for every such 
extension, this property R(n) is the restriction of P*(n) to quaternion 
algebras. Since P,(l) and P,(2) always hold, by [30, (2.8)] or [ 11, (3.12)], 
then R( 1) and R(2) always hold. 
Generally, F satisfies P,(n) iff F satisfies R(n) and for every multi- 
quadratic K/F with [K:F] < 2”, Br,(K/F) is generated by quaternion 
algebras. When n = 3 then Br,(K/F) is always generated by quaternions. In 
fact [30, (3.2)], every element of N,(K/F) can be represented by one 
quaternion algebra in Br,(K/F). Consequently, the properties R(3) and P,(3) 
are equivalent. The examples in [ 11, Sect. 51 then show that R(3) does not 
always hold. 
The property R(n) can be formulated in terms of the long exact sequence 
of (1.9). 
1.17. LEMMA. F satisfies R(n) iff the map j: N,(M/F) + N,(M/K/F) is 
surjective, whenever F c K c M is multiquadratic with [K :F] < 2” and 
[M:K] =2. 
PiooJ Suppose K = F(G) and M = K(G) as usual. An element of 
N,(M/K/F) is represented by some a @ x E ker I,?. That is, [a, x] E Br,(K/F) 
by (1.1 l)(l). The equivalence with R(n) is then seen from (1.1 l)(3). 1 
1.18. PROPOSITION. F satisfies Pl(n + 1) and R(n) iff N,(M/K/F) = 1 
for every multiquadratic F z K G M with [K:F] < 2” and [M:K] = 2. 
Proof: If F has Pl(n + 1) and R(n), then N,(M/K/F) = 1 by (1.9) and 
(1.17). For the converse, we first note that R(n) is trivially true by (1.17), 
and then prove PI(m) inductively for m < n + 1, using (1.9). i 
The property Q(n) is designed to be the inductive step from P,(n) to 
P,(n + 1). It states that every quaternion algebra in Dec(K/F) has an even 
nicer decomposition. 
1.19. DEFINITION. F has Property Q(n) if, whenever K = F(@) is a 
multiquadratic extension with [K:F] = 2”, and a, x E P:, then [a, x] E 
Dec(K/F) implies that x E nhEH N,(ah). 
In view of (1.1 l)(2) this implication can be restated as follows: if [a, x] E 
JWKP’), then [a, xl = nhsH h, A where A, = [a, r,,] = [h, s,,] for some 
r,,s,E F. 
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1.20. LEMMA. F satisfies Q(n) lr whenever F s K c A4 is multiquadratic 
with [K :F] = 2” and [M:K] = 2, the map j: N,(M/F) + N,(M/K/F) is 
trivial. 
ProoJ “if.” Suppose K = F(@) is given with [K: F] = 2” and [a, x] E 
Dec(K/F). If a E H the property is trivial, so assume a 65 H and let 
M = K(&). Suppose [a,~] = nhsH[hr yh] for some y, E @. Let 
a=aOx+C,,, h @ y,, so that a E ker v. The triviality of j says that 
a Ox = (x @ l)(a) lies in im @ The condition for Q(n) now follows from 
(1.11)(2). 
“only if.” Suppose K = F(e) 
G=HUaH. Any aEG@($/p*) 
and M= K(G) as usual, with 
can be written as a = a@ x + 
ChEH h @ yh, for some x, y, E I? If a E ker w, then [a, x] = n [h, y,,] E 
Dec(K/F). Applying Q(n) and (1.1 l)(2), we have a @ x E im @ Therefore, j 
is trivial on the class of a in N,(M/F). 1 
1.2 1. PROPOSITION. F satisfies P,(n + 1) zz F satisfies P,(n) and Q(n). 
Hence, F satisfies P,(n) iff F satis$es Q(m) far 2 ( m < n - 1. 
ProoJ The first statement follows from (1.9) and (1.20). The second is 
then clear, using (1.5). 1 
2. CONNECTIONS WITH QUADRATIC FORM THEORY 
The properties P,(n) have some interesting connections with piecewise 
equivalence and common value properties of quadratic forms, and with 
representational bstract Witt rings. In this section we describe these ideas, 
using some results proved in [ 17,281. 
We begin by decribing an equivalence relation for quadratic forms 
associated to a subgroup G s g/g*. Here, G is often identified with its lift in 
2. Let a = (a,,..., a,,) and p= (b , ,..., b,) be two diagonal F-quadratic forms 
of the same dimension, following the notation of [ 191. Define a mG /3 if either 
(i) for some j, k, (aj, a,) z (bj, bk) and ai = bi for all i # j, k; or 
(ii) for some j, ajbj E G and ai = bi for all i # j. 
As in [28, (1.3)], the equivalence relation generated by -G is called G- 
equivalence and denoted z~. 
In the case ] G I= 1 (that is, G = #*), z:G is the same as E, the isometry 
relation. This is a theorem of Witt [ 19, p. 211. Therefore, for any G, G- 
equivalence depends only on the isometry classes of the quadratic forms. 
If K = F(G), then a %:G /? implies aK g PK. (Here qx = q @ K.) We will 
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define an intermediate relation in terms of the Witt ring ideal U(G). Let WF 
be the Witt ring of anisotropic quadratic forms over F, as in [ 191. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let G c F/F* be a subgroup. Define ‘U(G) to be the 
ideal in WF generated by all the binary forms ((-g)) = (1, -g), for g E G. 
That is, 
‘8(G)= ‘T ((-g)) WF. 
8% 
Note that U(G) c W(K/F) = ker( WF + WK), where K = F(fi). We say 
that K/F has the kernel property if ‘U(G) = W(K/F). Recall from [ 121 that F 
is called l-amenable if every multiquadratic K/F has this kernel property. In 
[ 11) these properties are investigated further, using the notation WD(K/F) 
rather than our a(G). 
If a, /3 are n-dimensional F-forms, then Q = j3 (mod ‘U(G)) implies aK z /.I,. 
Also it is easy to check that a z+/l implies a = p (mod U(G)). We are 
interested in the converses, especially for binary forms. 
2.2. DEFINITION. (1) G satisfies binary PE (piecewise equivalence) if, 
whenever a, /I are binary F-forms, then a = p (mod a(G)) implies a z, p. 
(2) G satisfies binary APE (amenable piecewise equivalence) if, 
whenever a, /3 are binary F-forms and K = F(@), then aK r/I, implies 
az+ P. 
The stronger properties PE and APE are defined similarly, requiring only 
that the F-forms a,P be of equal dimension, rather than being binary. 
Clearly G has binary APE iff G has binary PE and K/F has the kernel 
property for 4-dimensional forms. If 1 G 1 Q 2, then G does satisfy APE 113, 
(3.12); 3 1, Proposition 61. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let G c If/p” be a finite subgroup and let K = F(G). 
Then, G has binary APE 13 F n N,(u) = ndsG N,(ug), for every a E I? 
That is, G has binary APE flN,(K(fi)/K/F) = 1 for all a E $. 
Proof: The first statement appears in [28, (2.3)]. For the second, apply 
(1.12). 1 
2.4. COROLLARY. (1) F satisfies properties Pl(n + 1) and R(n) wevery 
subgroup G s #I$’ with 1 GI < 2” satisfies binary APE. 
(2) F satisfies P,(3) l# every subgroup G c p/p:’ with (GJ = 4 has 
binary PE. 
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Proof (1) Use (2.3) and (1.18). 
(2) We know property R(2) always holds. Also, if ] G] < 4, then K/F 
has the kernel property [ 12, (2.12)], so that APE and PE are equivalent in 
this case. The claim now follows from part (1). 1 
2.5. Remark. Fields F are exhibited in Section 5 which do not satisfy 
P,(3). Hence there are groups G s g/k’ with ] G] = 4 not satisfying binary 
PE. These provide the first known examples where property PE fails. 
The investigation of piecewise equivalence led to the study of certain 
common value properties for quadratic forms. If E/F is a field extension and 
4 is an F-form, let D,(q) be the set of values in & represented by qE = q 0 E. 
2.6. DEFINITION [28, (2.5)]. A field extension E/F satisfies Property 
CV(m, n) when, for any quadratic forms a, /I over F with dim a = m and 
dim/3 = n, if (a 1 --/I), is isotropic, then D,(a) n D,(J) n p # 0. The 
extension E/F satisfies Property CV if it satisfies CV(m, n) for all m, n. 
Note that the hypothesis (a 1 -& isotropic is equivalent to 
D,(a) n D&3) # 0. The properties CV( 1, n) and CV(m, 1) are trivially true. 
Using the method of [ 12, (2.9)] the property CV can be simplified: 
2.1. LEMMA. Suppose [E :F] = 1. Then E/F has CV l@ E/F has 
CV(m, n) for all m,n Q 1. 
It can be proved [28, (2.10)] that if E/F has CV, then E/F is excellent, in 
the sense of [ 121. For some types of fields it is known that CV and 
excellence are equivalent (e.g., global fields (221). 
Let us consider property CV(2,2) more closely. Let a = (1, -a) and 
/I = x( 1, -b) over F, and let E/F be a field extension. A direct calculation 
shows: 
(1) (a 1 -& is isotropic iff x E P n N,(a) N,(b). 
(2) DE(a) n D,(j?) n k f 0 iff x E (# n N,(a))@ n N,(b)). 
2.8. PROPOSITION. F satisfies P,(3) 13 every quadratic extension E/F 
satisfies CV. 
Proof. By (1.15), (2.7) and the remarks above, if E = F(\/E), then. E/F 
satisfies CV iff E/F satisfies CV(2, 2), iff N,(a, b, c) = 1 for all a, b E F. 1 
Therefore the fields described in Section 5 provide examples of quadratic 
extensions where CV(2,2) fails. (See (5.4).) S ince every quadratic extension 
is excellent, this shows that CV and excellence are not in general equivalent. 
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2.9. PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for a field F. 
(1) Every subgroup G c F/$2 has binary APE. 
(2) Every multiquadratic K/F satisfies CV(2,2). 
(3) F satisfies properties P, and R. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is proved in [28, (2.8)]. The 
equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from (2.4) and a straightforward reduction 
to the cases of finite subgroups and finite extensions. I 
It is interesting to note from (2.9) and (1.3) that assumptions about the 
behavior of binary F-forms under multiquadratic extensions are sufficient to 
imply the injectivity of the quaternion symbol g,: k,F+ Br,(F). 
2.10. Remark. There are several known classes of fields satisfying these 
properties P, and R, including (i) local fields, (ii) global fields, (iii) fields 
with Hasse number zZ< 2, (iv) Pythagorean fields with finite chain length, 
(v) a direct limit of fields satisfying P, and R. For proofs, or proof sketches, 
see (1.7), (3.7), (3.6), (3.11) and (11, (3.18), (3.19)]. 
Another interesting connection with property P,(3) is given by represen- 
tational abstract Witt rings, as first pointed out by Lam. For a field 
extension E/F, consider the ring 
R = R (E/F) = im(i: WF + WE), 
where i is the map between Witt rings given by extending scalars. Then R 
can be viewed as an abstract Witt ring for the group G = F/F’, in the sense 
of 117, 181. 
A form for R is given by the quadratic form a over F, where two forms 
a, p are R-equivalent if aE r /I,. The set of R-represented values of a is 
D,(a) = {x E F 1 aE 2 (x), 1 aA, for some F-form a’ }. 
Similarly, a form a is said to be R-isotropic if aE g (1, -1) I a:, for some 
F-form a”. 
In the special case E/F is excellent, these definitions are easier to handle. 
In fact, the definition of excellence [ 121 can be restated: E/F is excellent iff 
for every F-form a, if aE is isotropic, then a is R-isotropic. Equivalently, for 
every F-form a, DR(a) = g n DE(a). 
The abstract Witt ring R = R(E/F) is said to be representational 
[ 17, (2.2)] ‘f h 1 w enever u, r are F-forms and x E D,(u 1 r), then there exists 
s E D,(a) and t E DR(r) with x E DR((s, 1)). This property can be restated to 
look like a common value property: 
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2.11. LEMMA [ 17, (2.4)]. R is representational tg whenever a, p are F- 
forms with a 1 -p R-isotropic, then DR(a) n D&3) # 0. 
2.12. PROPOSITION (Lam). E/F satisfies property CV sff E/F is excellent 
and R(E/F) is representational. 
Proof. CV implies excellence [28], and the rest follows by the remarks 
above. I 
2.13. COROLLARY. F satisfies P,(3) iff R(E/F) is representational, for 
every quadratic extension E/F. 
Proof Use (2.8), (2.12) and the fact that every quadratic extension is 
excellent. I 
If E = F(&) then R(E/F) g WF/((-c)) WF, by [ 19, p. 2001. Thus, a field 
F where P,(3) fails provides an example of a representational Witt ring 
R, = WF having a quotient R = R,/((-c))R, which is not representational. 
This answers a question of Marshall. 
For the convenience of the reader we will list the characterizations of the 
property P,(3) scattered throughout this section. 
2.14. COROLLARY. The following are equivalent for a field F. 
(1) P,(3) holds for F. 
(2) N,(a, b, c) = 1 for every a, b, c E F. 
(3) Zf G E p/j’ is a group with ) G 1 = 4, then G has binary PE. 
(4) Every quadratic extension E/F satisfies CV. 
(5) WF/((-a)) WF is representational, for every a E F. 
Proof. See (1.13) for N,(a, b, c) and (2.4) (2.8) and (2.13) for the other 
equivalences. I 
3. FIELDS WITH PROPERTY P, 
The main purpose of this section is to present proofs of property P, for 
fields F with Hasse number u’(F) < 2, and for global fields. We begin by 
introducing the complex gMIF, p roving it is exact and considering the natural 
homomorphism of complexes 5Y,,,,F + ?Z& induced by the signature maps. 
These ideas illuminate the local-global methods used to prove P, in the case 
u’(F) < 2. A somewhat different local-global argument is used in the case of 
global fields. Some further examples of fields having P, are mentioned 
without proof at the end of the section. 
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For a field F, let X, be the topological space of orderings of F. Recall 
(see, e.g., [20], [ 211 or [ 271) that the set X, is given the topology where the 
subsets H(a) for a E k form a subbase. Here 
H(a) = {a E X, ] a is positive at a), 
Each H(a) is a clopen (closed and open) set. We write H(a, ,..., a,) for 
H(u,)f-l **a n H(u,). In the notation of [ 11, Sect. 61, H(u) = supp((u)). 
Define t?(F) = g(X,, Z/22), the ring of continuous functions from X, to 
Z/2E. (As usual, Z/2Z is given the discrete topology.) If S E X, is clopen, 
then the characteristic function xs lies in c(F). In fact, every f E c(F) equals 
xs for some clopen set S, so that c(F) can be identified with the Boolean 
algebra of all clopen subsets of X,. This view point will prove useful later. 
If M/F is a field extension, let E = E,,,,,: X,, + Xfi. be the restriction map. 
This induces a ring homomorphism p = pMIF: C(F) -+ c(M) defined by 
Pdf)=f~&. 
For quadratic extensions L/F we need the additive homomorphism 
S, = s&‘~: c(L) + C(F) induced by the transfer map s# defined in [ 11, (6.6)]. 
Let us state this definition explicitly. If a E X,, then either a does not extend 
to L,or a extends to exactly two orderings /3,pfZ X,. Here the “bar” denotes 
the action of the nontrivial element of the Galois group on X,. Then if 
f E c(L) and a =pIF where BE X,, then 
in Z/22. 
If a E X, does not extend to L, define s;df)(a) = 0. Note that this transfer 
map S, depends only on the quadratic extension L/F, and not on any choice 
of a linear map s: L + F. 
Suppose M = F(@) is a multiquadratic extension of F and consider the 
following sequence: 
@if,,: @ c(L) m’. G @ c(F) 3 c(F) -4 @l4). (3.1) 
LEQWIF) 
If a @f E G 0 c(F), then we define #(a of) = xHC-o) . f, the product in 
the ring c(F). If (fL) E @ c(L), we define 
V’(uTL)) = c K(L) 0 WV;.). 
LeQ(M/L) 
Generally if L = F(h), then a E X, extends to an ordering of L iff a is 
positive at a. In particular, if a E G, then H(--a) is disjoint from 
X M,F = im E, and hence p o y’ = 0. Also if a E H(-u), then a does not 
extend to L and we have GFdf)(a) = 0 f 
I$ 0 (D’ = 0. ‘Therefore gM,F is complex. 
or every f E t?(L). It follows that 
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3.2. Remark. A complex 5?YMlF is defined in [ 11, Sect. 61 using the rings 
C(F) = cB(X,, Z), while we are using the complex gMIF formed from rings 
C(F) E C(F)/2C(F). w e use this “mod 2” version of the complex because 
there seems to be no obvious way to extend %?M,F to include the tensor 
product term. In particular note that G @ C(F) is 2-torsion while C(F) is 
torsion free. 
3.3. THEOREM. If M/F is a multiquadratic extension, then the sequence 
@ii,, is exact. 
In order to prove this exactness it is convenient o change our viewpoint. 
If SEX, is a clopen set, we will use the same letter S to denote the 
corresponding element of c(F) (f ormerly written Q. The product of the 
clopen sets S, T is then S n T, and the sum S + T is the symmetric 
difference (S - T) U (T - S). We will calculate the maps rp’ and w’ using 
this Boolean notation. 
This Boolean notation provides an easy proof of the exactness of gMIF at 
c(F). If g @ S E G @ e(F), then w’( g @ S) = H(-g) n S. Also it is easily 
checked that for S E c(F) we have p(S) = e-‘(S) in c(M). Then S E ker p 
~=F 
is empty, iff SC_ U,,, H(-g). For any such S we can express 
gEG S, where these S, are disjoint clopen sets in X, with S, C_ H(-g), 
for each g E G. Using the Boolean sum, we have S = C S, = 
~‘(2 g @ S,) E im v/‘. This proves the exactness of 59M,F at c(F). This 
exactness is also a special case of [ 11, (7.5)]. The remainder of the proof of 
(3.3) is given after the next lemma. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let L =F(&) and S E c(F). Then SE im ?k” l@ 
S E H(a). 
Proof. We first show that if T E c(L), then S;(T) = e(T + T>. From the 
definition of S; translated into Boolean notation, we have for T E c(L) and 
a E X, that a E S;(T) iff a extends to orderings /3, p in XL and exactly one of 
/3, /? lies in T. Hence, S,(T) = E(T + 0, by the definition of Boolean sum. 
Now if S E im S, then every a E S does extend to L, so S s H(a). 
Conversely, suppose S E c(F) and S E H(a). Given the choice of the square 
root GEL, we define T=H,(fi)ne-l(S)= (PEX,:&ES and fiiis 
positive at p). Then T n T= 0 and we have Z+,!(T) = S. 1 
We will now complete the proof of Theorem 3.3, by proving exactness at 
G @ c(F). For an element { E G @ c(F), we will reduce < to a “normal 
form” modulo im (p’. 
By (3.4), the group im rp’ is generated by all elements a 0 S E G @ c(F) 
where S g H(a). Suppose { g, ,..., g,} is a basis of G. Then c E G @ c(F) 
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can be written as r = Cr=, gi @ Si. The elements gi @ (Si n H( gi)) lie in 
im (D’, so we may alter r by these elements to assume Si c H(-gi) for each i. 
Next, consider g, 0 S, + g, 0 S, and define T,=S,-Sz=S,+ 
(S, AS,) and T, = S, - S, = S, + (S, n S,). Then T, f’ T, = 0 and 
g, 0 S, + g, 0 S, = g, g, 0 (S, n S,> + g, 0 T, + g, 0 T,. Since S, n 
s, G ff(-g,) n H(-g,) c H(g, g2>, we have g, g, @ (S, n S,) E im (D’. 
Altering < by this element, we may assume S, n S, = 0. Continuing this 
process for the other pairs of indices, we find that <E C;=, gi @ Ui 
(mod im rp’), where the Vi are pairwise disjoint clopen sets and Ui E H(-gi), 
for all i. 
Now suppose c E ker w’. Then 0 = w’(r) = 2 H(-gi) n Ui = c Ui, so 
each Ui = 0 since they are disjoint. Therefore <E im p’. This completes the 
proof of (3.3). I 
Next we will describe the homomorphism of complexes 9M,F --+ 5?h,,F, 
given by the signature maps. The original signature map is a ring 
homomorphism sgn: WF -+ C(F). Using the isomorphism f’F E F/p2 we 
have an induced map sgn: F/p’--+ c(F), sending a E g/g2 to 
f sgn((-a)) E C(F). In the Boolean notation, this map sends a to 
H(-a) E c(F). 
There is also a natural map sgn: Br,(F) -+ c(F) described as follows. If 
a E X,, let I;, denote the real algebraic closure of (F, a), and recall that 
Br,(F,) z Z/2H. Then for A E Br,(F), define (sgn A)(a) = A,, the image of 
A in Br,(F,). In the Boolean notation,.sgn A = (a E X, / A @ F, is not split}. 
In particular if A = [a, 61 for a, b E F, then sgn[a, b] = H(-a, -6). 
3.5. PROPOSITION. For any multiquadratic extension M = F(@), the 
following diagram is commutative. 
@ (i/i’) - G @ (F/p’) A Br,(F) -% Br,(M) 
L EQWIF) 
Own I Osgn sm sgn 
Proof: The commutativity of the leftmost square follows from [ 11, (6.7)] 
after reducing mod 2. We can prove it directly by showing that, for any 
c E i, we have $/‘(H,(-c)) = HF(-NLIF(c)). This equality follows by the 
techniques used to prove (3.4). The commutativity of the middle square is 
easy to check. For the rightmost square, suppose A E Br,(F). If a E X, 
extends to y E X,, then A splits over Fa iff it splits over M,. (In fact, 
F, 2~ MY over F.) a 
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As an application of these results on gMIF we consider fields F with 
C(F) < 2. Recall [5] that the Husse number f(F) is sup{dim q}, where q 
ranges over all anisotropic indefinite quadratic forms over F. Several 
equivalent versions of the property C(F) < 2 are given in [5, (4.8); 10 
Theorem F]. It follows that C(F) < 2 iff F is a SAP field and I*F is torsion 
free. Since F has SAP, the map sgn: @/p’) + c(F) is surjective. (That is, F 
is reduced l-stable [ 11, (8.3)].) 
3.6. THEOREM. If u’(F) < 2, then F satisfies property P,. 
Proof. Suppose M = F(G) is multiquadratic and 8 E N,(M/F). Then a 
representative 6 E G @ (g/p*) lies in ker w. Using [ 15, (3.3)] we have 
zZ((L) < 2 for every quadratic extension L/F, so the map 0 sgn in (3.5) is 
surjective. By the exactness of gMIF and the surjectivity of 0 sgn, a diagram 
chase shows that we may alter 8 by an element of im q to assume 
(1 0 sgn)(b) = 0. 
Let {g, ,..., g,} be a basis of G and express 6 = 2 gi @ xi. Then in the 
Boolean notation, 0 = 2 gj @ H(-xi) in G 0 c(F). The independence of the 
gi then implies that H(-xi) = 0, so that Xi is totally positive in F, for each i. 
Then the form ((-gi, -xi)) is totally indefinite, hence isotropic, since 
u”(F) < 2. Therefore xi E NF( gJ for each i, and hence 6 E im (p. We conclude 
that 6= 0 in N,(M/F). I 
For example, suppose F/R is an extension of transcendence degree < 1, 
where R is a real closed field. Then C(F) ( 2 by [ 10, Theorem I], so such a 
field does have property P,, 
Our next theorem deals with global fields. The property P, is proved in 
this case by a local-global method without explicit mention of an associated 
“local” complex. 
3.7. THEOREM. If F is a globalfield, then F satisfies P,. 
For a global field F, let IP, be the set of all prime spots of F (finite or 
infinite). If p E Ip,, then F, denotes the completion of F at p. Recall that 
Br,(FJ z Z/27 for all p E Ip, except the infinite complex spots. Using 
multiplicative notation now, we write Br,(F,) = { 1, -1). If A E Br,(F), let A p 
be the image of A in Br,(F,). So if u, v E $, then [a, ulp is essentially the 
ordinary Hilbert symbol. 
Before beginning the proof of (3.7) we prove a key lemma. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let F be a globalfield. Suppose A E Br,(F) is the class of 
an F-quaternion algebra. 
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(1) Let S, = {p E ip, 1 A, # 1). Then A H S, induces a bijection 
between the set of quaternion algebras in Br,(F) and the set of all S c_ [P, 
with cardinality 1 S 1 finite and even. 
(2) Let a E k. Then A = [a, x] for some x E $ @ A, = 1 for every 
prime p E Ip, where a E F:‘,. 
ProoJ (1) Hilbert reciprocity implies ] S, ] is finite and even, and Hasse- 
Minkowski proves that A + S, is injective. Surjectivity follows by the global 
existence theorem [25, 72: 1 ] applied to the norm forms. 
(2) Suppose A = [u, v] for some U, v E Z? Then A = [a, x] for some x 
iff (a, -U, -v, UV) is isotropic. The result then follows by Hasse-Minkowski 
and the observation that if a 4-dimensional quadratic form over a p-adic or 
real closed field is anisotropic, then its discriminant must be 1. i 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. By (1.21) it suffices to prove property Q(n) for all 
n > 2. Let n > 2 be fixed and suppose Z-Z c f/p’ is a subgroup with. (H] = 2”. 
Choose a basis {h, ,..., h,} for H. Suppose a, x E F satisfy 
IyxJ =,IJil Ihi, Yil, f or some yi E F, as in the hypothesis of Q(n). 
ta,xr = {p E P, 1 [a, xlp+ 1). Choose a prime q 4 S such that 
a, h , ,..., h, & Fi. Such q exists because there are infinitely many primes 
p E P, with a, h, ,..., h, 6! pi. This fact follows from the Global Square 
Theorem as in [25, 65: 171. We will hold q fixed, to be used later for 
adjusting parity. 
Claim. [a, x] = n;=, Ai, where Ai = [a, ri] = [hi, si], for some 
ri,SiEEi 
This conclusion is somewhat stronger than required for Q(n). To find 
these Ats, we construct suitable sets Si E S U (q }, with S being the disjoint 
union of the subsets S n Si. For each p E S we have [a, x], # 1, so that 
[hi, yi]p+ 1, for some i. Choose one such i, and put p in Si. After 
distributing the elements of S among the Si, add q to any of the Si that 
would otherwise have odd cardinality. Define Ai to be the quaternion algebra 
corresponding to Si, using (3.8)(l). 
If Ai,*p# 1, then p E Si, SO that either p E S or p = q. In either case, 
a, h, 6Z 8’:. Hence (4.1)(2) implies that A, = [a, ri] = [hi, si 1, for some 
ri, s, E F. Finally, we check locally that [a, x] = nf=, A,. This is clear by 
construction for every prime p # q, and hence it must also hold for q by 
Hilbert reciprocity. 1 
3.9. Remark. A direct limit of fields satisfying P, again has P,. Hence, 
every algebraic extension field of Q satisfies P,. 
An argument similar to that for global fields provides an alternative proof 
for fields F with u”(F) < 2. The lemma corresponding to (3.8)(2) in this case 
says: if A is a quaternion algebra and a E #, then A = [a, x] for some x E k 
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iff supp(sgn A) c H(-a). Further details are left to the reader. The ideas 
used in the proof of (3.7) can also be used to give a somewhat different proof 
of the exactness theorem (3.3). 
To conclude this section we mention some further results on P, without 
proof. 
3.10. THEOREM. Suppose F is a field with a nondyadic 2-henselian 
valuation v, having residue field E. Then property P,(n) holds for F lr it 
holds for Z? 
The case v is a complete discrete (rank 1) valuation has been considered 
in [29, (1.12) and (1.13)] or [30, (6.1) and (6.2)]. 
3.11. THEOREM. Zf F is a Pythagorean field with finite chain length, then 
F satisfies P, . 
The proof uses results of Marshall [23], Jacob [ 161 and (3.10) above. 
4. INTERSECTIONS OF l-PFISTER IDEALS 
We discuss in this section the property Z(n) concerning the intersections of 
ideals ‘U(G) in the Witt ring WF. The notation U(G) was introduced in (2.1). 
If a E $, we also write ‘II(a) = ((-a))WF, the ideal corresponding to the 
group H = (1, a} s p/p”. In the terminology of [ 131, each ‘U(G) is a l- 
Plister ideal, and conversely every 1-Pfister ideal in WF is some such ‘U(G). 
4.1. DEFINITION. F has Property Z(n) if for every subgroup HE k/p’ 
with (HI Q 2”-’ and every a E F:, then 
%(a) n ‘U(H) = c u(a) n 2I(h). 
hen 
This property is a Witt ring analog of property P,(n), using the 
formulation of P,(n) in terms of poperty Q(m) for m < n - 1 as in (1.21). 
For example the reader can verify directly that if F is linked and Z3F = 0, 
then Z(n) and P,(n) are equivalent. For in this case every element of Z’F is a 
2-fold Plister form and c,: Z2F + Br,(F) is injective. (Compare (4.16) below.) 
This intersection property Z(n) is also considered in [13, (4.7)(3)]. It is 
proved there that the equality in (4.1) is true whenever Q(H) is a strong I- 
Plister ideal. 
In order to analyze this property Z(n) more generally we introduce the 
complex SL,, formed from the ideals in the Witt rings, and the natural 
homomorphism y;,, -+ SMIF. Use of this new complex motivates the 
definition of another property P, W(n) which serves as a bridge between the 
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properties Pi(n) and Z(n). Using some local-global machinery we prove that 
if the Hasse number 1(F) < 4, then the properties Z(n), P, IV(n) and Pi(n) 
are all equivalent. The examples found in Section 5 then provide fields where 
property Z(3) fails. (See (4.18).) 
As usual, WF denotes the Witt ring of anisotropic quadratic forms over F, 
IF is the ideal of even dimensional forms, Z”F = (IF)“, and I”F = Z”F/Z”+ ‘F. 
An element of J”F is written 6, for some 6 E Z”F. This group ?‘F is a vector 
space over F, (the field of 2 elements), generated by elements @, where ~0 is 
an n-fold Plister form. That is, v, = ((x ,,..., x,,)) = @y=i(l, x,), for some 
xi E F. 
Let M = F(G) b e a multiquadratic extension, The complex Tb,, is the 
following. 
Compare [ 11, (2.5)]. The map r” is given by extension of scalars. If 
a @ $E G @ i’F, then we define @‘(a @ 8) = ((-a)) . 6. If (JL) E @f’L, 
then define ~“((8~)) = JJ K(L) @ $‘F(6L), To complete this definition we 
briefly describe the transfer map s?‘I;/q 
For a quadratic extension L/F, choose s: L + F to be any nonzero F-linear 
map. Then s* = s, LIF denotes the associated transfer map: WL + WF. As 
proved in (8, footnote 51 or [ 1, (2.3)], this map s* carries I”L into I”F, for 
every n > 0. Let F* = s:” be the induced map: J”L -+ f”F. It is easy to check 
that this map $ does not depend on the choice of s. 
If L = F(fi), then Frobenius reciprocity implies that ((-a)) . s*( WL) = 0. 
From this it is easy to see that ?,&, is a complex. We consider the 
homology groups. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let &,(M/F) and &(M/F) denote the homology groups 
of Y:,F at G @ f’F and ITF, respectively. 
It is well known [ 19, p. 4 1; 26, p. 1221 that the signed discriminant 
d, : WF -+ p/F’ induces an isomorphism d, : f’F r g/p’. Thus every 6 E ?F 
is uniquely representable as s= ((-d)), for some d E p/g2. 
The Witt invariant (Clifford invariant) [ 19, p. 1201 induces a 
homomorphism EF : pF+ Br,(F). If x, y E k/j*, then CF carries the 
generator ((-x, -y)) to the quaternion algebra [x, y]. These maps 6, and C 
can be combined to form a homomorphism of complexes yk,F +gMIF as 
follows. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. For any multiquadratic extension M = F(G), the 
following diagram is commutative. 
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Hence there are induced maps I$ : t&M/F) -+ N,(M/F) for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Suppose L/F is a quadratic extension. Then for every x E i we 
have S*(((-x))) = ((-NLIF(x))). This follows for instance by choosing an 
appropriate map s: L + F and applying [19, pp. 195 - 1961. The 
commutativity of the leftmost square is an immediate consequence. The 
commutativity of the other two squares is also easy. I 
As in [I 1, Sect. 21 define j’D(M/F) = im @’ = {CaCG((-a, -x0)) ( x, E k}. 
These are the “decomposable” elements of f*(M/F) = ker r”. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let M/F be a multiquadratic extension. 
(1) 0,: i,(M/F) + N,(M/F) is injective. 
(2) 0, is an isomorphism QT the map cF: 17F + Br,(F) is injective on 
J*D(M/F). 
(3) If [M : F] < 16, then I!?, is an isomorphism. 
Proof: The left two vertical arrows in the diagram in (4.4) are 
isomorphisms. Then (1) follows. A diagram chase shows that e, is surjective 
iff ker @’ is carried onto ker w, iff FF is injective when restricted to im @‘. 
For (3), assume M = F(\/;;;, 6, \/c13, 6). Suppose c E pD(M/F) and 
CF(f) = 1. Then we may choose a representative r = ((-a,, -xl)) - 
((-a2,-x2)) + (h,-xJ) - ((-a4y -x4)), since we are working mod 13F. 
Then the anisotropic part of < has dimension <12, and c,(r) = 1 so a result 
of Pfister 126, Satz 141 implies lE I’F. Then <= 0, and using (2) we 
conclude 8, is an isomorphism. I 
The following property P, W(n) will provide a link between the properties 
Z(n) and P,(n). 
4.6. DEFINITION. F satisfies Property P, W(n) if &,(M/F) = 0 for every 
multiquadratic M/F with [M : F] Q 2”. 
4.7. COROLLARY. (1) PI(n) implies P, W(n). 
(2) Zf CF is injective, then P,(n) and P, W(n) are equivalent properties. 
(3) Zf n < 4, then PI(n) and P, W(n) are equivalent. 
481/78/l-6 
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ProoJ Immediate from (4.5). 1 
4.8. Remark. The theory developed for the complex ~!8~,~ in Section 1 
can be imitated here for ,y&,,. If F c K E M is multiquadratic, we can 
define groups h,(M/K/F) and get a long exact sequence like (1.9). The 
induced map 8: h,(M/K/F) + N,(M/K/F), togeher with 0, and &, fits into a 
commutative diagram relating these exact sequences. This map 8, is always 
injective, and is an isomorphism if [M : K] < 16. Since M = K(fi) for our 
applications, we may identify the groups 6,&f/K/F) and N1(M/K/F). 
4.9. PROPOSITION. For afield F, the following are equivalent. 
(1) F has property P, W(n). 
(2) For every subgroup H G p/F’ with IH] < 2”-’ and a,x E p, if 
((-a, -x)) E U(H) + Z3F, then x E n,,,‘N,(ah). 
(3) For every subgroup H c g/p:” with ] H] < 2”-’ and every a E F, 
(a(a) + Z3F) n (‘U(H) + Z3F) = 1 (%(a) n ‘U(h)) + Z3F. 
hat/ 
ProoJ: The equivalence (1) o (2) is the analog of (1.2 1) and is proved 
using the same methods. To prove (2) o (3) we may assume a 6% H. If 
{E (%(a) + Z3F) n (II(H) + Z3F), then d,r E { 1, a} n H, so that d,< = 1 
and <E Z’F. Then since <E %(a) + Z3F, we have < = ((-a, -x)) (mod Z3F), 
for some x E F. The equivalence of (2) and (3) now follows using the idea in 
(1.1 l)(2). I 
We will now investigate the properties Z(n), P, IV(n) and P,(n) under the 
hypothesis that the field F is linked. A field F is linked if every pair of 2-fold 
Ptister forms over F is linked in the sense of [6], or equivalently, if the 
quaternion algebras form a subgroup of Br,(F). 
If F is linked, then every q E Z’F has a unique expression q = q+ 5, where 
~0 is a 2-fold Pfister form and r E Z3F. (See [5, (4.4)].) This decomposition 
behaves well with respect o ideals: 
4.10. LEMMA. Suppose F is linked and ‘u, B are 1-Pfister ideals in WF. 
(1) SupposeqEZ2Fandq=(o+rasabove.ZfqE8,then(o,rE’U. 
(2) For every m > 0, (U n B) + ZmF = (% + Z”F) n (23 + ZmF). 
Proof: (1) By [ 13, (2.15)], ‘8 f7 Z*F = 2l . IF is a 2-Pfister ideal, so that 
we have q-a, + . . . +a, (mod’UnZ3F), where each ai E U is a 2-fold 
Ptister form. By the linkage argument used in the proof of [ 13, (2.14)], we 
may assume r = 1. Then ~0 E q = a, (mod Z3F), so that cp = ai E 2I. Then 
also 5 = q - u, E ‘u. 
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(2) We may assume m > 2 and let < E (a + ZmF) n (93 + ZmF). Then 
r=a+5,=/?+t2, where a E ‘u, /I E 23 and r,, t2 E ZmF, so that we have 
ti - r2 E (9I + B)nZ”F. Now [13, (2.15) and (2.16)] implies that 
‘u n ZmF = 2I . ZmplF, and similarly for ‘13. Therefore (?I + 23) n ZmF = 
(?I nZmF) + (b nZ”F), so we can express 7, - r2 = CT, + a2 where 
a,EUnZmF and a,EBnZ”F. Then a+o,=/?-o,E’Ur‘l23, and we 
conclude that <E (2l n 23) + ZmF. The other inclusion is trivial. 1 
4.11. Remark. By a similar proof, (4.10)(l) can be extended to any 
Pfuster ideal in WI;, for a linked field F, and any q E Z”F with q = cp + r, for 
an n-fold Pfister form a, and t E Z”+ ‘F. 
4.12. COROLLARY. Zf F is linked, then Z(n) 2 P, W(n) o P,(n). 
Proof: Since F is linked, EF is injective and the equivalence of P, W(n) 
and P,(n) follows from (4.7). The fact that Z(n) implies P, W(n) is a conse- 
quence of (4.10)(2) applied to % = a(a), 23 = aI(H) and m = 3. I 
In order to get a converse to the implication in (4.12) we investigate some 
analogous properties for the rings of continuous functions. When G(F) < 4 
we will be able to pull back these properties to show that Z(n) and P, W(n) 
are equivalent. 
Let C(F) = @(X,, Z) be the ring of continuous functions, so that 
C(F)/2C(F) z c(F), the reduced ring examined in Section 3. The signature 
map sgn: WF + C(F) carries Z”F into 2”C(F) = S?‘(X,, 2”2). If S E X, is 
clopen, we can identify the ideal xs . C(F) with the ring O(S, Z). Here xs is 
the characteristic function of the set S. Let us use the notation 
Here, as in ] 11, Sect. 61, if f E C(F), then the support of f is suppf = 
(a E X, ] f(a) # 0). If a E WF, define supp a = supp(sgn a). 
4.13. LEMMA. If S, TE X, are clopen, then C(S n T) = C(S) n C(T) 
and C(S U T) = C(S) + C(T), as ideals in C(F). 
ProoJ Clear. I 
4.14. Remark. This lemma can be interpreted as saying that inter- 
sections of Pfister ideals in C(F) are again Pfister ideals. Here a “Pfister 
ideal” in C(F) is an ideal generated by functions xs for clopen sets S. That 
is, if (Si} is a family of clopen sets in X,, then C C(Si) is a Ptister ideal in 
C(F). The connection with Pfister forms in WF is given as follows: (1) If 
S = H(a, ,..., a,), then xs = 2-” . sgn((a, ..., a,)). (2) Every clopen set S in 
X, is a finite union of such basic sets H(a,,..., a,,). 
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A field F is reduced n-stable [ 11, (8.1)] if I”+ ‘FG I”F + W,(F). 
Equivalently [ 11, (8.3)], F is reduced n-stable iff the map sgn: Z”F -+ 2”C(F) 
is surjective. A basic result of Plister [ 19, p. 2401 says that the kernel of this 
map is the torsion part of I”F. Hence if Z”F is torsion free, the map is 
injective. 
4.15. PROPOSITION. Suppose F is reduced (n - 1 )-stable and I”F is 
torsion free, for some n > 1. Let G s: P/P:” be a subgroup and a E P. Then 
‘U(a) n II(G) n Z”F = z U(a) n !!I( g) n 1°F 
8 
= 1 @(a) n 2I( g) n 1°F). 
8 
Proof Since Z”F is torsion free, it maps injectively to 2”C(F). Thus, it 
suffices to see that the ideals in the proposition have the same image in 
2”C(F). Note that sgr@I(b) n 1°F) = 2”C(H(-b)), for any b E k For, since 
F is reduced (n - l)-stable, if f E 2”C(H(-b)), we may choose p E I”- ‘F 
with 2 sgn p = f: Then f = sgn(((-b))/3). It follows from the injectivity of sgn 
that sgn(!II(a) n ‘u(g) n 1°F) = 2”[C(H(-a)) n C (H(-g))]. Using this and 
(4.13), we have 
sgn((U(a) n B(G) n Z”F) L 2”C(H(-a)) n C ( 8v!, H(-g)) 
= s 2” [C(H(-a)) n C(H(-g))] 
8 
= sgn 
( 
~(((U(a)n’l[(g)nl”F . 
R 1 
Since the inclusions 2 for the ideals in (4.15) are clear, this completes the 
proof. I 
4.16. THEOREM. If c(F) < 4, then for every n > 1, the properties I(n), 
P, W(n) and PI(n) are equivalent. 
Proof: By [S, 4.7)], u’(F) < 4 iff F is linked and Z3F is torsion free. Every 
field with u’(F) < co has SAP, i.e., is reduced l-stable, and hence (4.15) 
applies with n = 3. By (4.12) it remains to prove that P, W(m) implies Z(m) 
for every m. Suppose HE p/p’ is a subgroup with IHI < 2m-’ and a E F, 
and let 2l= 2l(a)n%(H) and 23 = ,Y& (u(a)nV.l(h). Then 8~9 and 
P, W(m) implies that U + Z3F = b + Z3F. On the other hand, (4.15) implies 
that VI n Z3F = b n 13F. It quickly follows that U = d, so that property Z(m) 
is verified. 1 
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4.11. Remark. If u’(F) < 2, then this theorem and (3.6) imply that F has 
Z(n) for all n. In fact the machinery in this section can be used to provide a 
new proof of (3.6). 
4.18. Remark. Theorems (4.16) and (3.7) show that every global field 
has property Z(n) for all n. However for fields F with u”(F) < 4 which do not 
have P,(3), then also property Z(3) fails. For example F = C(x, y) is such a 
field, where C is the field of complex numbers. For by Tsen-Lang 119, 
p. 2961 we have u”(F) = u(F) = 4, and by (5.10) below, P,(3) fails for F. 
5. COUNTEREXAMPLES TO P,(3) 
The second author proved in [29, Ch. 41 that Q(x, y) does not satisfy 
property P,(3). We generalize that example here, always using the idea of 
dyadic valuations. 
For valuations we generally follow the notation of [4]. If u is a valuation 
on a field F, then A(u), m(v), U(V), T(u) and k(v) denote the valuation ring, 
maximal ideal, group of units, value group, and residue field, respectively. 
Here T(v) is an ordered group, that is, a totally ordered additive abelian 
group. The valuation v is dyadic if v(2) > 0, that is, if the residue field k(v) 
has characteristic 2. 
If k is a field of characteristic 2, define P(k) = {a* + a ] a E k}. Then k* 
and p(k) are additive subgroups of k. Note that k has a separable quadratic 
extension iff k # p(k), and k has an inseparable quadratic extension iff 
k # k*. 
5.1. THEOREM. Suppose F is a field of characteristic 0 with a dyadic 
valuation v having k(v) # k(v)*. Suppose further that either 
(i) there exists 7r E $ with 0 < V(Z) < u(2) and v(n) 6? 2r(o); or 
(ii) u(2) & 2Z(u) and k(v) # @(k(u)). 
The F does not satisfy property P,(3). 
Proof: To shorten notation we write A, m, U, Z and k for the various 
objects associated to U. In case (ii), let z = 2. Then u(n) 4 2Z in either case. 
Choose c E U such that FE k - k*, and, in case (ii), such that c- ’ 6? p(k). 
Such c exists since, in case (ii), k # k* U p(k) (a group is not the union of 
two proper subgroups). 
Let a = c + 7~’ and ZJ = c + 1. We will prove that N,(a, b, c) # 1. TO do 
this, let E = F(&) and note that 7c E @n N,(a) N,(b). In fact, 
7L = (27c \/F)(2 fi)-’ where 2n&=(fi++)*-aEN, and 2\/c= 
(4 + 1)2 -b E N,(b). Therefore, by (1.15) it suffices to prove 
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rz @ (@f3 N,(a))@ n N,(b)). Equivalently, by (1.14), we need: 
r@ N,(a) N&c) N,(b) N&C). Since V(X) @ 2r, it suffices to show that u 
maps each of these four norm groups into 21: 
Since C& k2, we have ti= i;, 6= C + 1, and bc = C2 + F are not in k2. 
Hence, [ 11, (5.5)(a)] h s ows that @V,(a)) c 2r, and likewise for b and bc. 
The argument for ac is more delicate. We first claim that UC c?J F:‘. 
Suppose not. Then there is a d E @, with d2 = ac = c2 + cx2. Let r = d - c. 
Then, from crc2 = d2 - c2 = (c + r)* - c2, we have 
c7t2 = 2rc + r*. (1) 
Suppose momentarily that u(r2) < u(2rc). Then (1) shows that u(r) = u(n) 
and F= (r/n)2 E k2, contradicting the choice of c. Hence, v(r’) > u(2rc), i.e., 
u(r) > v(2). But then (1) shows 
u(c7r2) > u(2rc) = u(2) + u(r) > 2u(2). (2) 
Thus, v(n) > v(2). But in case (i) of the theorem, u(n) < u(2), a 
contradiction. In case (ii), R = 2, so the inequalities in (2) must be equalities, 
forcing u(r) = u(2) = U(K). Then, solving (1) for c-’ (with rr = 2) yields 
c -’ = (n/r)’ - (n/r). Hence, F- ’ E 53 (k), contradicting the choice of c. Since 
either case leads to a contradiction, we must have ac 4 @*, as claimed. 
Let K = F(G);), and let w be an extension of u to K. Observe that if 
k(w) = k, then the argument for the claim could be repeated with K and w 
replacing F and u, leading to the absurdity that UC @ F(G)‘. Hence, 
k(w) # k and [ 11, (5.5)(a)] applies again, showing that u(N,(ac)) E 2r, and 
completing the proof. I 
The theorem becomes a little simpler when the valuation is discrete (i.e., 
r: Z). In this situation we may assume r= Z. 
5.2. COROLLARY. Suppose F has characteristic 0 and has a discrete 
dyadic valuation with residue field k. If k # k2 and if k # p(k) or u(2) > 2, 
then F does not satisfy P,(3). 
Proof: With the identification r= Z, choose x E $ with u(n) = 1. Then 
U(X) 6? 2r and 0 < u(n) < u(2). If u(2) > 1 we have case (i) of (5.1), while if 
u(2) = 1, we have case (ii). 4 
5.3. COROLLARY. Q(x) does not satisfy P,(3). 
ProoJ Let u be the discrete valuation whose ring is Z[x] localized at the 
prime ideal (2). Then k(u) g F,(x), where ff 2 is the field with two elements. 
Since x E k(u) is not in k(u)’ nor in @(k(u)), the result follows from 
(5.2). I 
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5.4. Remark. Following through the proof of (5.1) in the case F = Cl!(x), 
we can choose rr = 2 and c =x. Therefore N,(x + 4, x + 1, x) # 1. Conse- 
quently, from (2.9) we see that property CV fails for E/F where E = F(G),- 
a = (1, -(x + 4)) and /3 = 2(1, -(x + 1)). 
We see from the next theorem and its corollaries that there are large 
classes of fields not satisfying P,(3). The proofs of (5.5)-(5.7) will occupy 
the rest of this section. 
5.5. THEOREM. Let L be a field of characteristic 0 with a dyadic 
valuation v. Suppose either (i) k(v) # k(v)*, or (ii) there is a rr E L with 
0 < v(n) < v(2) and v(z) 6G 2F. If F is a finitely generated but not algebraic 
extension of L, then F does not satisfy P,(3). 
5.6. COROLLARY. Suppose L is a Jield of characteristic 0 and F/L is a 
finitely generated extension of transcendence degree >2. Then F does not 
satisfy P,(3). 
5.7. COROLLARY. (a) Suppose F is finitely generated over B Then F 
satisfies P,(3) tfl F is algebraic over Q. 
(b) Suppose F is finitely generated over R, where R is a real closed 
field. Then F satisfies P,(3) $tr deg(F/R) & 1. 
Before proving (5.5) some preliminary results are needed. After first 
dealing with simple transcendental extensions, we will consider properties 
inherited under finitely generated extensions. 
5.8. LEMMA. Suppose L is a field with vluation v, and F = L(x) is a 
rational function field. Then v extends to a valuation w of F having F(w) = 
I’(v) and k(w) r k(v)(x), the rational function field over k(v). So, 
k(w) # k(w)* and k(w) # @(k(w)). 
Proof. This is very well known-see, e.g., [4, Sect. 10, no 1, 
Proposition 21. The valuation w is defined by: if f (x) = 2 aixi E L [xl, then 
WV(X)) = min{v(ai)}. Clearly (the image of) x in k(w) does not lie in k(w)* 
nor in @(k(w)). I 
5.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose L is a field of characteristic 0 having a 
dyadic valuation w with residue field k, such that k f k2. Then F = L(x) 
satisfies the hypotheses of (5.1)(i). 
Proof: Let v be an extension of w to L(x) as described in (5.8) (with the 
roles of v and w reversed). The residue field k(w) then has a discrete 
valuation v0 with residue field k. (Use the x-adic valuation.) 
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Let ~1’ be the “composite” of the *valuations u and u,,, in the sense of 
[ 32, p, 43 1. We will describe U’ more explicitly. Forf E A(v) let f denote the 
image off in the residue field k(x). Define A = (f E A(v) 1 J‘ E A(v,)}. It 
follows that A is the valuation ring of a valuation U’ on F, and the residue 
field of this composite valuation is k(v’) z k. 
Choose any 7c E U(v) such that 0 < ~~(5) fZ 22. Then 7c E m(v’) and 
2/n E m(v) c m(u’). Therefore 0 < c’(n) < ~‘(2). To verify (5.1)(i) it 
remains to show that v’(z) 6Z 2r(u’). If not, then z4 = p2A for some p EA. 
But then 7sA(uo) = $A(u,) and we get no(n) = 2u,(p) E 22, contradicting 
the choice of 7-c. 1 
5.10. Remark. We can see already that if F = L(x, y) is purely transcen- 
dental over a field L of characteristic 0, then F satisfies the hypotheses of 
(5.1), so F does not satisfy P,(3). For, starting with any dyadic valuation on 
L, first apply (5.8) to the extension L(x)/L, then (5.9) to F/L(x). 
Specifically. we have N,(x + y’, x + I, x) # 1, using c =x and x = y. 
To deal with algebraic extensions we need two lemmas. 
5.11. LEMMA. Suppose k is a field of charateristic 2, and E/k is a finite 
algebraic extension. 
(1) Ifkf k2, then Ef E2. 
(2) If k f ,$3 (k), then E # p(E). 
Proof: (1) Suppose kfk’ but E=E’. Then kck”‘c...c 
k’/2” c a.. c E. Each step is proper, since the square map x + x2 is injective. 
Hence [E : k] must be infinite. 
(2) Suppose k # k;,(k) but E = &Q(E). For a E E let p -‘a denote a 
root of X2 +X + a. Then @ -‘a E E, by hypothesis. Choose a, E k - P(k) 
and let k, = k(@ -‘a,). Let a2 =a, @ -‘a, E k, and note that a2 6Z @(k,). 
Let k, = k,(@ -‘a,), and continue the process to obtain kc k, c 
k, c . . . c E. Each step is a quadratic extension, forcing [E: k] to be 
infinite. 1 
Suppose HE G are ordered groups. If the index (G : H) is finite, then 
H # 2H implies G # 2G. This fact is sharpened in the next lemma, following 
the idea in [4, Sect. 8, no 4, Proposition 31. 
5.12. LEMMA. Suppose H c G are ordered groups with (G : H) < 00. 
(a) If H has a minimal positive element, then so does G. 
(b) If h E H - 2H, then there exists an integer n >, 0 with 
g=Y’hEGbutg&2G. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose x E H is a minimal positive element of H, and 
suppose G has no minimal positive element. Then there exist yi E G with 
x> y, > y, > ... > 0. Since (G : H) < co, some of these yi are congruent 
mod H. Hence, we have 0 < y < y’ < x, for some y, y’ E G withy’ - y E H. 
But then 0 < y’ - y < x, contrary to the minimality of x. 
(b) Given h E H - 2H, if the conclusion fails, then 2-“/r E G for all 
n E N. Let G, be the subgroup of G generated by all these 2-“/r. 
Claim. G,nH=Zh. 
If so, then G, has no minimal positive element but G, n H does have one. 
This contradicts part (a), because (G, : G, n H) = (G,H : H) Q (G : H) < 00. 
To prove the claim, suppose x E G, n H but x 4 Zh. Then x = m2-” . h, 
where m is odd and n > 1. Choosing m’ E Z with m’m E 1 (mod 2”), we find 
2-“h = m’x = 0 (mod H), contrary to the choice h 6S 2H. a 
5.13. PROPOSITION. Suppose K is a finitely generated extension of afield 
F of characteristic 0. Let v be a dyadic valuation on F having any of the 
following properties: 
(i) k(v) # k(v)*; 
(ii) k(v) z @(k(v)); 
(iii) there is a 71 E If with 0 < V(Z) < v(2) and v(n) & 2r, 
(iv) there is a 7~ E F with 0 < V(Z) < v(2) and v(n) 66 2r. 
Then there is an extension w of v to K, such that w has each of properties 
(i)-(iv) that v has. Hence, if F satisfies the hypotheses of (5. l), then so also 
does K. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition for K a simple extension of F. 
First, suppose K = F(x), where x is transcendental over F. Let w be an 
extension of v to K as described in (5.8). Then (i) and (ii) hold for w. Also, 
since T(w) = T(v), (iii) or (iv) will hold for w if it holds for v, with the same 
choice of rr. 
Now, suppose K is algebraic over F. Let w be any extension of v to K. We 
have the well-known inequality (T(w) : r(v))[k(w) : k(v)] < [K : F] < 00, as 
in [4, Sect. 8, no 1, Lemma 21. Thus, (5.11) shows that if k(v) has property 
(i) or (ii), then so has k(w). Suppose now that v has property (iii) (resp. 
(iv)). Lemma 5.12(b) applies with G = T(w), H = T(u), and h = v(n). Thus, 
there is an integer n > 0 and a rr’ E i with w(n’) & 2r(w) and 
2”w(n’) = u(n). Hence, ~(71’) > 0, so w(n’) < 2”w(n’) = v(z). Since 
v(n) ( v(2) = w(2) (resp. o(n) < w(2)), we have w(rc’) < w(2) (resp. 
~(71’) < w(2)), i.e., w has property (iii) (resp. (iv)). 
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It follows immediately that if F satisfies the hypotheses of (5.1), then so 
does K. (Note, though, that if (F, v) is in case (ii) of (5.1), (K, w) may end 
up in case (i) instead of case (ii).) 1 
It is now easy to prove (5.5t(5.7). 
Proof of (5.5). Choose any x in F transcendental over L. In case (i) of 
(5.5), Proposition 5.9 says that L(x) satisfies the hypotheses of (5.1). In case 
(ii) of (5.5), let w be an extension of u to L(x) as described in (5.8). Then, 
since T(w) = T(u), hypothesis (ii) shows that L(x) satisfies the hypotheses of 
(5.1). The theorem thus follows in either case by applying (5.13) to the 
extension F/L(x). I 
Proof of (5.6). By 14, Sect. 2, no 41, the 2-adic valuation of Q extends to 
a valuation u of L. Take any x in F transcendental over L, and extend u to a 
valuation w of L(x) as in (5.8). Then k(w) # k(w)*, and we can apply (5.5) 
to the extension F/L(x). 1 
Proof of (5.7). (a) follows from (3.7) and (5.5)(ii) with L = Q. 
Similarly, (3.6) and (5.6) imply (b), since if tr deg(F/R) < 1, then by [ 10, 
Theorem I], i(F) < 2. 1 
5.14. Remarks. (i) 0 ne can construct examples of a field of charac- 
teristic 0 with a dyadic valuation u for which T(u) is not 2-divisible but 
neither (i) nor (ii) of (5.1) hold for T(v). For example, one can arrange 
T(v) r Z x Q, ordered lexicographically, with v(2) = (0, 1). 
(ii) If (F, V) meets the conditions of (5.l)(ii) but not (5.1)(i), then u(2) 
is the minimal positive element of T(v). That is 2, generates the maximal 
ideal m(v). 
(iii) The value group of the valuation u’ on L(x) in the proof of (5.9) 
is isomorphic to T(w) x E ordered lexicographically. In this isomorphism 
v’(2) corresponds to (w(2), 0) and V’(X) to (0, n) for n > 0, n odd. 
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Note added in prooJ It has recently been proved by A. S. Merkurjev that the map 
g,: k,F+Br,(F) is an isomorphism, for every field F of characteristic #2. Hence the 
complex 9F of (1.3) is always exact (even though the relative complex 9M,,. sometimes is 
not) and the properties P, W(n) and P,(n) of Section 4 are equivalent (see 4.7(2)). 
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